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Key points:
–

–
–

Gender-affirming surgery (GAS) outcomes
data are needed to provide surgeons and
trans patients with the information necessary
to make informed decisions.
Robust GAS outcomes data are lacking and
limit surgeons’ abilities to draw conclusions
on best surgical techniques.
Two new GAS programs launched in
Canadian academic hospitals offer a timely
opportunity to address the absence of quality GAS data and to develop formal quality
improvement initiatives.

Evidenced by previous calls to action in medical journals
and in community,1,2 there is a growing sense of urgency
surrounding the need to improve the health and well-being
of transgender and gender diverse (trans) patients. One area
of trans medicine currently undergoing transformation in
Canada is gender-affirming surgeries (GAS), such as vaginoplasty and phalloplasty. Given the expanded availability of
GAS in Canada, quality improvement efforts are required for
surgeons to innovate surgical techniques and offer patients
safer surgeries from a functional and cosmetic perspective.
Some trans patients who are transitioning female-to-male,
for instance, avoid phalloplasty due to risk of surgical complications.3 Standardized surgical outcomes data provides
surgeons and patients with evidence-informed data, highlighting which procedures have higher and lower rates of
complications, resulting in overall quality improvements to
GAS, and therefore, less patient hesitancy. Yet robust GAS
outcomes data are lacking.4 Canadian GAS outcomes data

and quality improvement strategies are needed as a foundation to improve surgical techniques and to enhance informed
medical decision-making for trans patients.
Given that two new GAS programs have recently opened
in academic hospitals in Toronto and Vancouver, Canada is
now well-positioned to lead GAS quality improvement and
close the gap in surgical outcomes reporting. Canada’s first
public academic GAS clinic serving trans patients opened
out of Women’s College Hospital in Toronto in the summer
of 2019.5 As of fall 2019, trans people in British Columbia
can access GAS at the Vancouver General Hospital. 6
Importantly, these new Canadian GAS clinics have been
launched in hospitals that prioritize patient-centered care
and advancing research. But there are lessons to be gleaned
from the current state of the literature.
There are factors confounding GAS outcomes data quality with respect to surgical outcomes, quality of life, and
psychosocial functioning in Canada and globally. One 2015
systematic review concludes that it is impossible to know
“the ‘best available’ technique for vaginoplasty due to a
lack of high-quality evidence and heterogeneity” of outcome
measures.7 A 2019 systematic review of phalloplasty outcomes identifies that inconsistent outcomes reporting and a
lack of comparative studies are significant limitations.8 Other
areas of concern are that the defining principles of each surgical technique are not standardized, validated trans patient
quality-of-life measures have yet to be developed, and the
available data are divergent. Thus, reporting is unclear due
to inconsistency with respect to surgical language and the
absence of standardized validated GAS outcome tools.
Ostensibly, patients and surgeons alike lack access to robust
data reporting on the full spectrum of patient outcomes,
including psychosocial and quality-of-life outcomes.
Several issues may have hindered the collection and
availability of robust GAS outcomes data in Canada. First,
inconsistent access routes, long waitlists, and a lack of
surgeons specializing in GAS have forced many Canadian
trans patients to seek surgeries out of their home cities and
provinces. Some patients travel further still, to international
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countries, such as Thailand or Belgium. As such, patients
return home following a short period of recovery and are lost
to followup. Therefore, surgical outcomes data do not exist,
as these data are simply not collected. Second, the private
clinic model, characterizing most of the delivery of GAS
in Canada until very recently, places the burden of empirically studying and reporting outcomes on non-academic
and private surgeons, who are not compensated or trained
for quality improvement work. Most private clinic surgeons
responsible for managing clinics lack the institutional infrastructure to produce high-quality research. Finally, reflecting
broader societal stigma and the desperate state of trans care
broadly, it is not a far reach to postulate that the simple
availability of GAS is seen as “better than nothing.” In this
way, some centers may be influenced by broader social
norms, concluding that trans patients do not require the
same surgical outcome analysis in order to proceed with
surgery. Considering these three-fold factors that may affect
the availability of robust GAS outcome data, better quality
improvement practices, data collection tools, and reporting
procedures are necessary.
New academic surgery programs offer solutions to quality
improvement that could enhance the state of GAS. Canadian
clinics performing GAS have launched electronic platforms
that will enable the collection and storage of data. A provincial or national database of surgical outcomes in GAS
would be the first of its kind. Furthermore, some Canadian
hospitals participate in the American College of Surgeons’
National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP).
The NSQIP is a “validated, risk-adjusted, outcomes-based
program to measure and improve the quality of surgical
care.”9 One American study uses data obtained from the
NSQIP to evaluate GAS safety profile.4 Canadian hospitals
and private clinics offering GAS could participate in the
NSQIP and may even consider a future cross-national comparative quality improvement study.
Another suggestion to balance the need to innovate surgical practices while protecting patient safety, is to establish surgical innovation committees under the direction
of research ethics boards.10 A national Canadian surgical
innovation committee established by Women’s College
Hospital and Vancouver General Hospital could work
together in a rigorous scientific process to establish standardized GAS measurement tools. Developing consistent
language to describe techniques, and measurement tools to
capture GAS surgical outcomes and patient quality of life
will improve GAS data quality, identified as a major limitation by previous systematic reviews.7,8
Currently, with the introduction of two new public GAS
clinics, Canada is uniquely positioned to lead the call to
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action to improve the availability of rigorous GAS outcomes
data. When GAS procedures are performed in Toronto and
Vancouver — cities with large trans populations — patients
are less likely to be lost to followup due to travel out of
city, province, or country. But to address alarming gaps in
the literature, it is imperative to commit to quality improvement, the scientific study of GAS outcomes using reliable
and validated data collection tools, and the proper reporting
these data. Trans patients need and deserve quality improvement efforts to make informed decisions that will impact
their quality of life and psychosocial health outcomes. It is
our social and ethical responsibility to collect and publish
outcomes data. Moreover, surgeons require these data to
advance GAS surgical techniques, which will ultimately
enhance skills and benefit patients in turn. This opportunity must not be squandered.
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